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this decision. An appeal should take a total of 90 days, during which
time the decision on the transfer of the waste management licence
would be suspended.  

Atmospheric emission licences 
In terms of s22 of the National Environmental Management: Air Quality
Act, an atmospheric emission licence is required before one can lawfully
conduct a listed activity which results in atmospheric emissions. Companies
typically requiring this licence included power plants, cement producers,
waste incinerators and fertiliser producers.

The process for transferring an atmospheric emission licence is set
out in s44 of the Air Quality Act and includes a public participation
process. Interested and affected parties must be informed of the transfer
application and provided with an opportunity to comment on, or object
to, the application to transfer the atmospheric emission licence. While
not set out in the Air Quality Act itself, a departmental user guide
states that a transfer of an atmospheric emission licence takes 210 days.

Once a decision has been reached by the municipal licensing authority
to grant or refuse the transfer of the licence, interested and affected par-
ties are entitled to lodge an appeal. To the extent that an appeal is
lodged, the relevant municipality’s Air Quality Officer must take a deci-
sion on the appeal within a “reasonable amount of time”. As such, there
is no set timeframe in which one can expect an appeal decision. It is
therefore recommended that the relevant municipality be contacted to
ascertain the time periods in which appeal decisions for that municipal-
ity are usually issued.

In all cases, it is important to factor in the time it may take to transfer
the existing environmental licences and to cater for possible delays and
appeals. Parties should also consider the likelihood of a negative transfer
decision from the regulatory authority in a worst-case scenario. In this
event, the new owner or operator would most probably have to apply for
a new licence, which may have a material impact on the sale. �

Schoeman is an Associate with Warburton Attorneys.
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“Speaker 
of the House”
F R A N C O I S  L I O N - C A C H E T

Renowned South African artist Norman Catherine (1949– ) had
begun making a series of small satirical sculptures of political charac-
ters in 1985/6, using discarded, squashed tin cans for faces. These
sculptures incorporated the materials used by roadside artists who
made toy cars and animals out of wire, wood and tin can cut-outs.
Mexican Day of the Dead curios and the work of outsider artists were
also an inspiration for this body of work. “Speaker of the House” was
the last and largest of this series of painted mixed media sculptures. �

“Speaker of the House” was made during a
time of uncertainty, waiting for the birth of
a new South Africa and with expectations

of a new, vibrant parliament of African influences, as
opposed to the oppressive staid conservatism of the
apartheid government. 
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